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This article traces the trajectory of French, German, English, and Ottoman-Turkish fin de siècle concepts of modernity to contrast them with modernity as a category for analysis and periodisation that many contemporary historians and social scientists use to demarcate a point in time they identify as a caesura in history. In this most conventional usage, ‘modernity’ began when humankind embarked on a world-historical transition to a condition that has more or less persisted until the present day; modernity is used to designate a historical period and a condition with new and unprecedented attributes. Three aspects in particular have complicated using modernity as an analytical concept to theorise, discuss, or even select, the historical phenomena commonly understood as representing ‘modernity.’ Firstly, the indeterminateness of the modernity word itself, which, strictly semantically speaking, means nothing but ‘nowness’ or ‘nowness.’ This vagueness is further exacerbated by the sheer plethora of often mutually exclusive qualities that scholars and intellectuals have identified as characteristic of this ‘nowness.’ Secondly, modernity is a highly normative and politically charged concept. Because the claim to be part of this ‘world-historical transition to a new stage of history’ has been at the heart of most bids for intellectual, social, and political authority and national sovereignty and legitimacy across the globe during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, modernity is not just descriptive, it is highly prescriptive. Marking any specific phenomenon as part of ‘modernity’ always is an implicit political statement with repercussions for interpretations of the present. This may, of course, be applicable to most analytical concepts—none of which are, after all, inherently objective, universal, or metahistorical research tools but historically

1 More than the footnotes of this article may reveal, the ideas and arguments of this article have been shaped by years of discussion and constructive disagreement with Margrit Pernau. For comments and invaluable feedback on the manuscript, I am grateful to Paulina Dominik, Christine Sander, Alp Eren Topal, Luc Wodziński, the participants of the ‘South Asia and Beyond’ colloquium headed by Margrit Pernau and Frederik Schröer at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, and, of course, to the anonymous reviewers at Cromohs. I also owe gratitude to Alex Holmes for her attentive copy-editing.

2 For the sake of clarity, I will graphically keep the concept (modernity) and the historical phenomenon that this concept is supposed to describe (‘modernity’) apart in this paper.

3 Conventional benchmarks for ‘modernity’ are, among others: nationalism, rationalisation, industrialisation, democratisation, globalisation, social alienation, ecological catastrophes, colonialism, secularisation, individualisation, mass society, scientification, urbanisation, capitalism, and technologisation.
contingent and socially constructed. However, the concept of modernity is particularly precarious because it is not only a macro-concept subsuming many other analytical concepts (civil society, industrialisation, democracy, etc.) but also, thirdly, because in many readings the universal blueprint for humankind’s so-called transition to ‘modernity’ continues to be exclusively those myriad transformations that happened in regions around the northern Atlantic. This scheme, which implies that there is one original north-Atlantic ‘modernity’ and many derivates thereof across the world, has either prompted many ‘non-Western’ historians to reject the concept altogether or provoked counter-definitions, such as the controversial multiple modernities programme. It is on account of modernity’s problematic amalgam of indeterminacy, Eurocentrism, and normativity that scholars have characterised it in exasperation as a ‘sphinx’, a ‘gesture of the powerful’, an ‘essentially contested concept’, or even as merely ‘performativ[e]’.

While the following pages can in no way claim to solve this definitional quagmire, they approach it with a historical perspective by recovering modernity as an actor’s (emic) category via global concept history: when, how, why, and where in the world did intellectuals at the turn to the twentieth century actually use the modernity concept. This ‘empiricist intervention’ into ‘modernity’/modernity scholarship unearths modernity’s historical meanings and performances in Western Europe and—

---

more importantly—beyond.\textsuperscript{14} It provides conceptual self-reflexivity and correctives to anachronistic ex-post projections by revealing semantic and pragmatic differences between the historical \textit{modernity} concept and the ‘macro-periodisation’ device that is the contemporary analytical concept. Lastly, and somewhat in contradiction to the objective of finding differences, the article asks whether some of the main characteristics of the analytical concept (indeterminacy, Eurocentrism, and normativity) can also be found in the historical \textit{modernity} concept.

This strict analytical focus on a single term does, however, present two major methodological issues. Firstly, with regard to social and political history: engaging with the socio-political lexica with which historical actors have been labelling those structural changes conventionally described by scholarship as ‘modernity’ is, of course, not meant as alternative to studying historical phenomena themselves. In fact, considering that conceptual history and social (extralinguistic) history are separate entities following different temporalities of change, it would be erroneous to assume that ‘modernity’ needed the \textit{modernity} concept for it ‘to happen.’\textsuperscript{15} Secondly, with regard to intellectual and conceptual history: the article’s (semasiological) approach, which exclusively investigates the meanings and usages of single words, departs from previous studies that approach it as a recognisable and definable phenomenon that predated and was independent of the \textit{modernity} word.\textsuperscript{16} Clearly, the semasiological focus on a single term potentially renders the present study analytically blind to such earlier expressions. As a matter of fact, this article will even heuristically sideline concepts from the same lemma such as \textit{modernisation}, \textit{modernism}, and the adjective \textit{modern}—even if they are inextricably linked to \textit{modernity} and have been used interchangeably by some historical actors.

All these caveats notwithstanding, this narrow semasiological approach still is particularly suited to offer new insights into the actual trajectory of the historical \textit{modernity} concept for a number of reasons. First of all, it can be especially productive for abstract concepts, such as \textit{modernity}, where the reconstruction of the ‘thing’ to which they originally referred is analytically thorny—or even risks reinscribing the very anachronistic projections and contestations that had rendered \textit{modernity} so difficult for historians to grasp in the first place. Furthermore, as this article follows the dictum of historian of concepts Reinhart Koselleck that concepts are ‘both causal factors and


indicators of historical change," it approaches linguistic and extralinguistic reality—while not reducible to one another—as inextricably interwoven. Put differently, even if ‘modernity’ did not need the historical concept to materialise, the paper still asks if, how, when, and especially where modernity might have actually precipitated ‘modernity.’ More generally, concepts may cause historical change in two ways: via reification and performance. Reification ‘highlights that, by giving meaning to “things,” concepts do not just make these things intelligible, they actually make things, that is, in the words of Michel Foucault they “systematically form the objects of which they speak.”’ Just as any conceptualisation of objects constitutes a way to construct an abstracted and general theory about them—and all connected phenomena—so does the modernity concept constitute a historically first attempt of theorising a universal and purely temporal ‘state of world-historical newness and contemporaneity.’ To understand how and if these acts of theorising historical time affected society, it is pertinent to study the political performance of modernity, that is, how historical actors used this concept to (publicly) challenge or defend social, political, or intellectual orders. Ultimately, what drives this semasiological focus on a single concept is, in the apt words of Pablo Sánchez Léon, ‘a struggle against ontology in the definition of any historical subject or historiographical object.’ Hence, giving centre-stage to the historical contestations, ambivalences, or even absences of the modernity concept not only offers a clearer picture of past paradigms and discussions, but also takes us a long way in de-essentialising modernity as category.

To recapitulate the objectives of this article, it follows the trajectory of the historical modernity terms/concepts across intellectual circles in fin de siècle Paris, Berlin, New York, Istanbul, and Ankara from the 1860s until the 1920s. This article thereby neither claims to offer a new global intellectual history of ideas and theorisations of modernity, nor does it present a temporal-turn inspired account of a new historical consciousness, let alone a new interpretation of Ottoman-Turkish ‘modernity.’ Its aims are much more modest and even experimental. Next to uncovering the meanings and multi-local performances of modernity concepts (modernité, die Moderne, modernity, yeğilik, and ‘aşriliğ), the article examines if, and to what extent, attributes of the contemporary analytical concept, such as semantic indeterminacy, eurocentrism, and normativity were also inherent to the historical concept—and if they even might have been conducive to modernity’s transregional circulation and popularity.

---

20 It is also this somewhat presentist agenda that explains the exclusion of other words from the same lemma such as modernism, modernisation, or modern, which have either historiographically faded into the background or are, like modern, mere relational, temporal qualifiers for nouns.
Ultimately, the proliferation of *modernity* concepts in the very late Ottoman Empire, a so-called periphery of ‘modernity,’ may provoke alienation effects that should not only prompt historians to revisit still prevalent Eurocentric conceptions of *modernity* and ‘modernity’ but also problematise the relationship between historical and analytical language.

**A Belated Concept: A History of Modernity**

Any sketch of the history of the *modernity* term needs to start with its creator Charles Baudelaire (1821–1867). A full century after philosophers across Europe had begun discussing the concept of historical progress that is often described as the intellectual bedrock for ‘modernity,’ the art critic and poet Baudelaire invented the word *modernity* (modernité) arguing that ‘there appears to be no better word to express the idea at issue.’ The issue was the relationship between the historical (‘fashion’) and the timeless (‘poetic’) in art. By underlining that art ought to consist in equal parts of ‘modernity, i.e., the transitory, fugitive, and contingent,’ and of ‘the eternal and immutable,’ Baudelaire problematised notions of artistic universality and timelessness. The purely temporally determined concept *modernity* allowed him to theorise aesthetic norms while consciously eschewing formal definitions, as well as to make a radical claim for ‘nowness.’ Baudelaire’s concept of *modernity* was indicative of new sense of historicity, which, firstly, assumes that just as every form of art, every age was by default different from preceding and succeeding ages, and secondly, that characteristics of the present age are worthy of artistic consideration and, in fact, should be actively espoused. Contemporaneity became normative.

That indeed this “‘modernity,” which is visible all across Paris,’ had become ‘the object’ of many prominent litterateurs one generation after Baudelaire was observed by critic and writer Jules Lemaître (1853–1914). Lemaître nevertheless visibly struggled to pinpoint *modernity*’s meanings:

> It is easy to grasp this neologism, but it takes an effort to determine what it represents, because the modern changes imperceptibly, and then the modern is displaced or mixed with what it is not modern or not anymore. Modernity is primarily, if you want, in the entirety and in the detail of exterior life, in the manner of painting, which is peculiar to our times.

---


23 **Baudelaire**, ‘La Modernité,’ 5. Italics from the original.

At the end of one page of often mutually exclusive qualifications, Lemaitre summarised, ‘Modernity, it is a thing both very vague and very simple.’ 25 His vain efforts to designate modernity show, firstly, that semantic indeterminacy characterised the concept from its very inception and, secondly, that modernity had nevertheless become a valuable and appealing aesthetic concept in Parisian artistic milieus.

Across the borders in Imperial Germany, modernity (Moderne) temporarily transcended aesthetic discourse as it became a battle cry for adherents of literary naturalism. This current, which promised a ‘scientific, literary, artistic, and social renovation of the world,’ 26 rallied around a heroic and defiant modernity as allegorically female and entangled with concepts of revolution, progress, and reform. 27 In contrast to Baudelaire’s modernity, which had highlighted—and valorised—art’s invariable historicity and presentness, the naturalists stressed historical progress, anticipating notions of artistic and social avant-garde as they hailed the poet as agent of history, a ‘trailblazing prophet of the future.’ 28 Poetry was the arena for a ‘social, national, religious-philosophical and literary struggle,’ between old and new. 29

While the German-language naturalist literary movement was already declared bankrupt by 1904, modernity’s associations with swift transformations continued—albeit confined again to more aestheticist registers. 30 English playwright Ashley Dukes, for example, defined the ‘hallmark of modernity’ as being ‘in touch with, or in advance of, the thought of their own time;’ the ‘modern’ artist ‘breaks new paths, offers new forms and modes of expressions.’ 31 Critics of modernity, on the other hand, were quick to diagnose a ‘malady of modernity’ i.e., of obsessively following the fashions of the time. 32 A critic in New York observed a ‘slavery to the present’ that made contemporary intellectuals, who ‘change their ideas like neckties,’ so superficial, erratic, ignorant of the past and therefore incapable of sound scholarship that ‘we “moderns” are provincial, in the temporal sense.’ 33 To conclude, these examples—from the 1860s to the early interwar period—suggest that while many fin de siècle writers found the modernity word meaningful and even normative, they themselves were aware of the fuzziness and indeterminacy of the concept. The linchpin holding these various modernity utterances together was that turn-of-the-century writers used it to describe—

25 LEMAITRE, Les Contemporains, 48–49.
29 “Durch!”, 10.
30 ‘With the hope, however, that ‘modernity might come to its senses.’ See SAMUEL LUBLINSKI, Die Bilanz der Moderne (Berlin: Siegfried Cronbach, 1904), 5.
at times polemically, at times approvingly—a particular mindset of living in a watershed era and, moreover, of being affirmative of change.34

Even though the modernity term clearly had entered the vocabularies of fin de siècle intellectuals in Western Europe and the United States, a closer and comparative look at the historical occurrences of the modernity word suggests a rather peripheral status in said vocabularies. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons of modernity with concepts from a very similar semantic cluster, i.e., concepts expressing historical change, newness, and transformation such as modern civilisation, progress, revolution, or development offer a clearer picture of modernity’s discursive marginality of which, so far, only few historians have taken note.35

Quantitatively, the Google Ngram Viewer can offer a first sense of modernity’s marginality until the last third of the twentieth century.36 Allowing for a comparative view of historical occurrences, the Ngram Viewer confirms that, compared to concepts such as modern civilisation, progress, or development, the English word modernity was well-nigh absent in the twentieth century.37 While modernité and die Moderne have slightly different trajectories, they echo the English word’s long inconspicuousness and its abrupt surge toward the end of the second millennium.38 It is, moreover, elucidating to contrast the trajectories of the words modernity, modernism, and modernisation with each other on the Ngram Viewer. Occurrences of modernism(e), which was mainly a technical concept in literature and Christian reformism both in English and French,39 markedly spiked during the fin de siècle, whereas modernization/modernisation usages took off in the 1940s. References to modernity/modernité, in contrast, only surged towards the 1970s—and further rocketed in subsequent decades.40 This sudden proliferation of

34 GUMBRECHT, ‘Modern,’ 121. This meaning of modernity was most manifest in an eponymous review article in which the author considered himself and contemporaries as uniquely poised to snatch a ‘look upon the changing face of existence.’ LOUIS W. MILES, ‘Modernity,’ The Sewanee Review 19, no. 4 (1911): 422–29 (422).
36 While references to Google’s Ngram Viewer in understanding the trajectory of the modernity word are popular in secondary literature, historians seldomly commented on how rare this concept actually was: FRIEDRICH JAEGGER, WOLFGANG KNÖBL, and UTE SCHNEIDER, ‘Einleitung,’ in Handbuch Moderneforschung, eds FRIEDRICH JAEGGER, WOLFGANG KNÖBL, and UTE SCHNEIDER (Stuttgart: Springer, 2015), 1–16 (1); CHARLE, Discours de temps, 18.
40 This explosion was also noted in JAEGGER, KNÖBL, and SCHNEIDER, ‘Einleitung,’ 1.
modernity can be explained, first, by the word’s emancipation from Cold-War modernisation theory, a theory in which modernity, together with ‘tradition,’ had replaced colonialism’s conceptual pair ‘civilisation’ and ‘barbarism.’ Second, the new omnipresence of modernity was the function of a new epochal consciousness. Since the 1980s, modernity became meaningful as analytical concept to postmodernist philosophers, sociologist, and cultural theorists who sought to make sense of an era they considered as having abruptly ended, i.e., ‘modernity.’ It was only this interdisciplinary scholarship that constructed ‘modernity’ as the story of rise and fall of a coherent historical condition, period, or project. Hence, far from being a fin de siècle buzzword, the ‘fetishism of modernities’ is a phenomenon of recent origins.

Qualitative analyses suggest in a similar vein that the modernity concept was absent in abstract and normative descriptions of the socio-political historical realities. Modernity was semantically and pragmatically too confined to literary and aestheticist discourses to become a contemporary epochal self-designation. It did not figure in the vocabularies of those nineteenth-century and fin de siècle scholars, scientists, and philosophers who, along with their interpretations of the world, were later declared paradigmatic and constitutive of the ‘project of modernity,’ such as Georg Wilhelm Hegel, Auguste Comte, Karl Marx, John Stuart Mill, Émile Durkheim, Herbert Spencer, or even Max Weber. Modernity also remains absent in less classical scholarly surveys of the late nineteenth century. Omnipresent in these surveys are, in contrast,

44 YACK, The Fetishism of Modernities, 8.
45 On the ‘project of modernity’ see for example JÜRGEN HABERMAS, The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity: Twelve Lectures (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990). The absence of the modernity concept among the classical sociologists in France, USA, UK, and Germany (with the exception of Georg Simmel but also he uses it as a purely aesthetic concept) has been noted in WOLFGANG KNÖB,H, ‘Soziologie,’ in Handbuch Sozialforschung, eds JAEGER, KNÖB,L, and SCHNEIDER, 261–74 (261–62). Another exception is Nietzsche who used the word Modernität (instead of die Moderne) to discuss the ‘shortcomings’ of his period. FRIEDRICH NIEZTSCHE, Götzen-Dämmerung oder wie Mann mit dem Hammer philosophirt (Leipzig: C.G. Naumann, 1889), 89–90.
46 See the following (less known) scholarly surveys of the nineteenth century, which barely contained the modernity word: JAMES BOYD, Progress of One Hundred Years and Review of the 19th Century (Philadelphia: A. J. Holman & Co, 1901); ARTHUR GEORGE SEDGWICK, The 19th Century. A Review of Progress (London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1901); PAUL DUPUY, La question morale à la fin du XIXe siècle (Paris: Schleicher Frères,
concepts such as decadence, development, evolution, degeneration, revolution and above all progress and modern civilisation.

Lastly, modernity’s confinements to aesthetic discourse also accounts for its quasi-absence in justifications of turn-of-the-century Euro-American colonialism. It did not feature, for example, in Jean Mélia’s heavily colonialist manifesto, which postulated the task to civilise Algeria as postwar France’s new ‘destiny.’ Similarly, modernity was absent in Evelyn Baring’s *Modern Egypt* (1908), the infamous thousand-page justification of British imperialism. These absences prove exactly wrong historiography’s truism that ‘empirically speaking, modernity has often been used as a transparent justification for the West’s predatory and imperious mission civilisatrice.’ Rather, and strictly empirically speaking, the single most referenced concept of European colonialist discourse until well into the twentieth century was civilisation.

To summarise, modernity was marginal in West-European languages at the turn of the twentieth century. Not only did the French neologism modernité struggle to travel beyond Paris, but once it did reach London, Berlin, or New York, it often retained


47 Nevertheless, there were, of course, instances when modernity was seen as tantamount to European achievements. Traveling writers described, for example, ‘European clothes as the hallmark of progress and modernity’ in Japan (LAWRENCE J. L. DUNDAS, *A Wandering Student in the Far East* (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 1908), 13), or they noted, ‘Alexandria has become thoroughly imbued with modernity,’ when they saw limousines made in France (ARCHIE BELL, *The Spell of Egypt* (London: Page Company, 1916), 60). Similarly, observers used the modernity concept in representations of non-European societies as mired in tradition. An example is a description of al-Azhahr Madrasa in Cairo as a place where ‘One feels the religious East of the 7th century; shut away from the whirlwind of modernity that rushes us along with inevitable swiftness.’ CLAYTON SEDGWICK COOPER, ‘A visit to the mohammedan Oxford,’ *The New York Times*, 7 February 1915, 24.


49 In contrast, the word civilisation can be found ninety times. EVELYN BARING, LORD CROMER, *Modern Egypt* (London: Macmillan and Co, 1916). The same tendencies, an overabundance of civilisation references and an absence of the modernity word, can be found in GEORGE LYYOD, *Egypt Since Cromer* (London: Macmillan and Co, 1933).


52 When Henry James (1843–1916), for example, praised Matthew Arnold in 1884 as ‘a poet of this age, of the moment in which we live, of our “modernity”’, he used modernity in quotation marks and only by reference to a ‘new school of criticism in France,’ one of his readers, Anglican clergyman and writer Richard Frederick Liddell (1833–1890), was so intrigued by this neologism that he called upon the Philological Society to lexically ‘fix it’ through a lexicon entry. HENRY JAMES, ‘Matthew Arnold,’ *The
its connection to French artistic life, was met with ridicule, and rarely transcended literary and aesthetic debates—and even in this discourse, it remained peripheral. Characterised by semantic blurriness and indeterminacy, modernity, with the exception of the German-language naturalist movement, at no time became a normative rallying cry for social, intellectual, or political renewal and barely figured in the numerous nineteenth-century (global) public discussions or controversies around science, society, religion, gender, or democracy. Put in a nutshell, if we follow historian of concepts Reinhart Koselleck in defining key concepts as ‘indispensable to any formulation of the most urgent issues of a given time,’ then it was certainly no key concept in nineteenth and early twentieth-century West-European languages. It seems modernity was, historically speaking, hardly constitutive of ‘modernity.’

**Modernity in the ‘Peripheries’**

The fact that modernity was not a key concept in West-European languages at the turn of the twentieth century also fundamentally changes how historians of non-European societies can study receptions of the concept of modernity, as well as local conceptions thereof. To start with, it changes perspectives on a more fundamental, even political, level for Ottoman-Turkish historiography, where it has been an—albeit unwritten—assumption that there was no Turkish-language equivalent for modernity. Against the backdrop of modernity’s marginality in West-European discourses, this alleged absence ceases to be a sign of Ottoman backwardness as it ‘acquires’ Muslim and Turkish-speaking intellectuals from either the charge of parochialism or from having consciously rejected appropriations of modernity. Furthermore, on a more analytical level, it allows historians of non-Western societies to move beyond highly problematic

---

53. English and German-language authors often used the French original. See for example Charles Gray Shaw, *Christianity and Modern Culture. An Essay in Philosophy of Religion* (Cincinnati, OH: Jennings and Graham, 1906), 20.


55. Even Samuel Lublinski’s *Bilanz der Moderne* (Modernity’s Balance Sheet; Berlin: Siegfried Cronbach, 1904), which offered a panoramic assessment of Germany’s political, social, economic, and intellectual conditions, ultimately described modernity (die Moderne) as a mere literary phenomenon.


58. While I have nowhere seen such a total statement in Ottoman historiography, there is a notable absence of reflections about possible Ottoman translations for modernity.
Eurocentric juxtapositions, such as between Western societies and ‘those [other] societies and cultures in which there was no terminology for modernity in the Western sense of “theories of modernisation” and/or which exist in a tension with Western modernity,60 Freed from the burden of explaining a lack of indigenous modernity concepts, it should now be a priority for area-studies historians to reconstruct the semantic fields via which non-European intellectuals discussed historical changes and the laws of history; the concepts and theories which were the bedrock for ‘modernity.’ Even though the last years have seen excellent new studies on this issue, much more remains to be done.61

Furthermore, it turns out that Turkish-speaking Ottomans were convinced they had a word for modernity. In 1900, one of the most accomplished late-Ottoman lexicographers used the word yeşilik to translate modernite.61 On the one hand, yeşilik, which means in the most general sense ‘newness,’ ‘novelty,’ or ‘innovation,’ was semantically indeed a match. On the other hand, it was not an awkward neologism like modernite but had a much broader—and even trivial—pragmatic scope and was sometimes used in the plural (yeşilikler). This pairing of yeşilik and modernité is a reminder that, first, words do not actually need to be equivalent for historical actors to see and declare them as such.62 In fact, it is often this translational entanglement on the part of historical actors (the translators) themselves that creates equivalences between words—equivalences that are, however, never total and sometimes only

59 JAEGER, KNÖBL, and SCHNEIDER, ‘Einleitung,’ 4. Translation is mine.
61 ŞEMSİDDİN SĂMİ, Kâmiy icye. Türkç ıden Fransızça’ya Lügat Kitâbı (Istanbul: Mîhrân Mâba’as, 1900), 1461. Scholars of Ottoman history have barely made this connection between yeşilik and modernity. Monica Katiboğlu is the exception that proves the rule even if she does not further discuss the implications of this connection, Specters and Circulation of Meaning: Edebiyat-ı Cedide on Modern Literary Language,’ Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East 40, no. 2 (2020): 361–71 (365).
ephemeral. In this instant, the alignment of yeşilık with modernité seems to have been the work of Ottoman literateurs, who were thoroughly immersed in French intellectual and artistic debates and therefore familiar with this still rather technical term. What is most striking about this translational entanglement is that yeşilık’s alignment with modernité was less on the level of semantics but of pragmatics, i.e., how and in what discursive contexts the word was used. Yeşilık entered aesthetic discourse being touted as new ideal signalling newness.\(^{63}\) Legitimising new forms and conceptions of literature and poetry, it served an ideological purpose in the acrimonious discussions around the controversial heavily France-leaning New Literature movement (edebiyat-i cedide; 1896–1901).\(^{64}\) Furthermore, a second result of yeşilık’s convergence with modernité is that it meant more than just newness but historical newness. As Turkish-writing authors used yeşilık to make normative claims in the name of the progress of history, it became one of the numerous Ottoman-Turkish concepts of historical time that had been crystallising since the second half of the nineteenth century—most notably terakki (progress), temeddün (civilising), medeniyet-i hâzira (modern civilisation), tekâmül (evolution), and inkılab (revolution).\(^{65}\) Nevertheless, in stark contrast to the Ottoman concept for progress, which was fiercely debated as it emerged in the 1860s, the modernity concept, on account of remaining initially confined to literary debates, hardly provoked controversy.

Even if the new presence of the modernity concept in late-Ottoman literary discourse was a function of the hegemony of French intellectual life, its emergence should not be analysed through historiographical lenses such as European diffusion.\(^{67}\) Rather, its popularity and intelligibility reveal social and intellectual similarities between Ottoman Turkish-Muslim and West-European intellectual elites, who used modernité/yeşilık/Moderne to make very similar claims to historical newness.\(^{68}\)

\[^{63}\text{For example: ‘The yeşilık in his way of expressing himself.’ \textit{Hamdi Beyzade Osman Adil}, ‘Wanda,’ \textit{Mütâla}’a 22 (December 1896): 2; ‘In fact, it is undeniable that there is a kind of yeşilık to these works; every writer shows such a yeşilık.’ \textit{Menemenizade Mehmed Ƚâhir}, ‘Yeşil Edebiyat-i Cedide,’ in \textit{Şerif-i Fûnûn Ceride-yi Muslimvereninin Eslûlde Şûhaba ve Ma’lûlin-i Gazi’ Osmâniye Memâ’tîn Mahbûs Nâşû-\textit{y} Mûmântezî,} ed. \textit{Ahmed İhsân} (Istanbul: Ƚâles Maṭba’asî, 1313 [1897]), 57; ‘They cannot deny that these works were a change, a yeşilık in our literature.’ \textit{Ahmed Şu’ayb}, ‘Musâhabe-yi Edebiyete 61: Soñ Yazalar,’ \textit{Şerif-i Fûnûn} 482 (June 1900): 214; ‘There awoke a progressive idea called yeşilık.’ \textit{Ahmed Râsim}, ‘Sâde Yazalm,’ \textit{Mecmûî a-yi Elmeçêjî} 82 (March 1899): 1698; ‘I have found everything, modern life, yeşilık, it’s all in my hand, I describe it.’ \textit{Ahmed Râsim /Jean Richpin}, \textit{Uhlân Kûrâs} (Mum’olecule Napoléon) (Istanbul: A. Asâdûran Şirket-i Mûrettibiye, 1318 [1900]), 55; ‘Yeşilık fashion.’ \textit{Ahmed Râsim}, ‘Terakki ve Tekâmûl,’ \textit{Ma’lûmât} 354 (May 1898): 2.\(^{64}\)\]


\[^{65}\text{On these concepts see \textit{Kolland}, ‘The Making and Universalization of New Time.’}\(^{66}\)\]

\[^{66}\text{\textit{Ahmed Midhat}, \textit{Terakki} (Istanbul: Kırk Arba: İstanbul, 1306 [1888/9]), 2–4.}\(^{67}\)\]


\[^{68}\text{On this new elite in Istanbul see \textit{Zeynep Uysal}, \textit{Matn ok Ev. Halît Ziya romanında modern Osmanlı bireyi} (Istanbul: İletişim, 2014), and \textit{Ayner Vishnitzer}, ‘Beneath the Mustache. A Well-Trimmed History}\]
that yeşilik quickly transcended aestheticism ultimately dispels notions of imitation. Beyond being used to both describe a sense of breathless and frantic transformations and affirmation of change, yeşilik gained new socio-political stakes once young officers dismantled the autocratic regime of Abdülhamid II (1876–1908/9) in 1908, along with its censors. Yeşilik became, along with terakki (progress) and medeniyet-i bağırra (modern civilisation), part of the vocabulary of political actors who sought to save the empire by mobilising the public for an empire-saving ‘revolution’ (imkâlab).

Yeşilik’s semantic indeterminacy allowed it to become a normative claim-making device for different ideological movements and to become ideologised. Just as, for example, Hüseyin Cahid (Yaşan; 1875–1957), the editor of the new ruling party’s mouthpiece, promised that his party would finally end a century-long dialectic ‘confrontation between yeşilik and oldness [eskilik],’70 so did the early nationalist Turkist Modern Life movement (yeşil hayat) promise ‘to cut down in wrath the old values in this time of renewal,’71 and ‘to sweep away all kind of prevalent oldness and to bring yeşilik in its stead.’72 Although Turks praised yeşilik as ‘expression and cause of the new scientific, artistic and philosophical ideals that have invaded the minds,’73 and thereby a Europe-inspired ‘state of nowness,’ they followed a decidedly anti-Westerner agenda aiming for nationalist renewal. Hailing themselves as ‘the champions [miicâhid] of yeşilik who bestow upon our [Turkish] pure soul a force that allows it to bravely persist in the darkness of present and future,’74 Turks aimed at dislodging earlier generations of Ottoman intellectuals, such as Hüseyin Cahid. They denounced them as ‘cosmopolitan’ (kozmopolit) and ‘imitators of the West’ (garb mukallidleri). All this suggests that yeşilik became embedded in the Ottoman political sphere—and thereby ideologised—to an extent that the French turn-of-the-century modernité concept had not.


72 İsmâ’îl Mestân, ‘Çelâr Türkülük Emelli Yaşayabilecek mü?’ Hâkikat 73 (June 1911): 1. For yeşilik, see above all the journal Yeşil Felsefe Mecmû’üs (New Philosophical Review; 1911–1913).


While such statements need to be taken with a grain of salt and ultimately remain preliminary and conjectural, it is heuristically rewarding to continue this thought experiment by looking at a later Turkish translation for *modernity*: ‘asrilik. The word was part of a whole cluster of new concepts based on the lemma ‘asr (age, epoch) that sociologist and Turkism’s chief ideologue Ziya Gökalp (1876–1924) coined between the years 1911 and 1916. These neologisms were ‘asri (modern, ‘according to the age’),76 ‘asr yet (modernism, “according to the age”-ness), and mu’asrılmak (modernisation, ‘to become contemporary’).77 These neologisms allowed the anti-imperialist Turkish Gökalp to promote social and economic transformations in line with—and for the time being, perceived as—superior Western models while shunning concepts of change such as ‘Europeanisation’ (Avrupyalılaşmak) or ‘Westernisation’ (garbilaşmak), which had become omnipresent after the horrendous defeat in the First Balkan War (1912–1913). In other words, Gökalp used these neologisms to decolonise developmental visions in Ottoman society by abstracting social, intellectual, and economic conditions from Western Europe, i.e., the societies that were perceived as representative of the progress of their ‘age,’ and to translate these specific conditions through temporalisation into a desired and potentially universal ‘state of historical nowness’ that every society across the globe could reach. Hence, Gökalp did not coin a neologism to translate *modernity* in order to embrace Eurocentrism, but to dispel it.78

It is a reminder of the inseparable, yet complicated, relationship between social and conceptual history that the artificial neologism ‘asrilik, the new translation for *modernity*, did not catch on right away. It proliferated only against the backdrop of the ‘cataclysmal events’79 during and after the First World War that led to the end of the Ottoman Empire and the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923.80 ‘Asrilik became a battle cry—and truly Koselleckian key concept—for a war-weary but thoroughly radicalised (Ottoman) Turkish-Muslim urban elite, which aimed for an

75 Especially since these statements are especially based on word searches in Google Books, JSTOR, and Archive.org.
76 There are in fact a few scattered earlier occurrences of the adjective ‘asrî in Ottoman-Turkish. It was also popular in contemporary Arabic writings such as in the Cairo-based periodical al-Manâr, however. See for example: FLORIAN ZEMMIN, *Modernity in Islamic Tradition. The Concept of ‘Society’ in the Journal al-Manar (Cairo, 1898–1940)* (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2018), 204.
77 Gökalp introduced these neologisms with the French original in parenthesis in MEHMED Z. GÖKALP, ‘Yeni Hayat ve Yeni Kıyımetler: (26 Temmuz 1327),’ in Genç Karşın Dergisi, ed. PARLATIR, 236–39; GÖKALP, ‘Türkiyeşmek, İslâmlaşmak, Mu’ârlaşmak,’ 5 Türk Yurdu 46 (August 1913): 401–404. Eventually, mu’a’rılâsmak was complemented by ‘asrilanmak as translation for modernisation, whereas ‘asrîyet was more or less replaced by ‘asrilik, as (uncommented) conceptual translation for *modernity*. The first usage seems to be: Ziya Gokalp, ‘Miillî Terhiye: 4,’ Mu’allim 4 (October 1916): 101.
78 For an example of such a usage, see MEHMED ŞEMESSİDIN, Mâzârîn Arîye (Istanbul: s.n., 1919), 282–83.
80 More generally, on the ‘language engineering’ of late Ottoman intellectuals and especially the Turkish Republic, see GEOFFREY L. LEWIS, *The Turkish Language Reform: A Catastrophic Success* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002).
unconditional, top-down ‘revolution’ (İnkulab) of a ‘people’ (halk) they deemed stuck in the ‘Middle Ages’ (kurum-u vusta). To reformers, ‘asırlık’ was socio-politically and ideologically more useful than the yenilik concept, which evoked one-dimensional heroic imaginations of historical newness, because it was more prone to theorisation. 'Aşırlık' allowed them to more accurately conceptualise and diagnose the perceived asynchronicities between ‘chronological’ and ‘historical’ time in Turkish society. Turkish intellectuals argued that in order to be considered modern ['asırlı'], it is not just enough to be living in the twentieth century, and warned that Turkish society was only part of the ‘contemporary age’ (hâl-i hâzir) in the sense of empty, abstract time of chronology. 'Aşırlık, in the sense of ‘the aspirational and evolutionary vision’ to be part of global progress time was totally absent, however. Against the backdrop of the famous slogan ‘to reach beyond the level of modern civilisation’ (mü'âsır medeniyet seviyesinin istitine çıkmak), ‘asırlık’ was not only an ideal but an imperative for the newly founded Turkish Republic.

Nevertheless, ‘asırlık’ s vague definition of ‘following the universal progresses of humanity to create forms of government, society, and labour that conform to the needs of time,’ left room for a host of—at times mutually exclusive—interpretations of the concrete meanings of this key concept. As state power was monopolised in the hands of Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk; d. 1938), it was the intellectual circles closest to him that acquired the prerogative of interpreting the concrete meaning of this “according-to-the-age”—ism.’ Their often sociologically grounded interpretations paved the way for the abolishment of the caliphate, the promotion of state feminism, laicism, the introduction of the Latin alphabet, Bauhaus-like architecture, and a new civil code. That these visions of ‘asırlık’ were often inspired by Western models was not lost on most public intellectuals. Veteran journalist Ahmed Rasim (1864–1932), for example, derided ‘asırlık, that is modernité [siec],’ as just the most recent label for a pro-Western attitude that previous generations of critics had denounced as ‘foppish yenilik and Frankish imitationism,’ teasingly adding, ‘this word “modern” is on everyone’s lips.’

82 At least until the 1920s, however, yenilik remained the most popular translation for modernité/modernity. İnküba-Türkçe Lügat (İstanbul: Fratelli Hâ im, 1924), 344; Fransızça’dan Türkçe Kürtçe Kâmiy-i Fransavî (İstanbul: Ma’ârif Ma’ba’ast, 1928), 900.
Similarly, oppositional groups contested the Kemalist regime’s ‘abuse’ ([ṣii-i ʾisti mal]) of the modernity concept. Writers of the Islamist weekly Sebılı r-Resād (Straight Path; 1908–1925) tried to undo the regime’s co-optation of the concept and to save it by arguing ‘true modernity’ ([ḥakiki ʾaṣriliğ]) was only feasible with and through Islam. In the increasingly autocratic atmosphere of the Turkish Republic, the struggle over the meaning of ‘aṣriliğ’ was an uphill battle for Islamic modernists, however. Because they could not prevent its growing association with ‘secularism’ ([laʾiklik]) in jurisprudence and education and with what they perceived as female ‘immorality,’ they eventually denounced ‘ʾAṣriliğ’ [which] has become synonymous with catastrophe, degeneration, and downfall. Hence, while Sebılı r-Resād began treating ʾaṣriliğ as an enemy concept until censorship closed down the journal in 1925, a radicalized and paternalistic elite around Mustafa Kemal’s Republican People’s Party formulated with ʾaṣriliğ its own mission civilisatrice: the transformation of Turkish-Muslim society according to Western models. Finally, this Turkish example shows, firstly, how malleable the modernity concept was content-wise and that, consequently, it could have theoretically also served proponents of political Islam as rallying cry. Secondly, the example illustrates the primacy of political power in such semantic struggles. Thirdly, when intellectuals in the early Turkish Republic discussed the social and political structures and attributes of ‘modernity,’ they actually did so with the modernity concept.

Conclusion: Towards A Global History of the Modernity Concept

While the article has shown that the modernity term appealed to fin de siècle intellectuals around the world, it juxtaposed the limitedness of West-European modernity words to aestheticist contexts in opposition with Turkish translations of modernity, which became widely used socio-political concepts. While the translational association with modernité certainly played a part in intellectually invalidating yeşilik, this first Turkish translation for modernity quickly gained a life of its own and became a battle cry for historical newness and ‘revolution.’ Yeşilik’s new prominence was owed to the swift galvanisation of the Ottoman public sphere, as intellectuals tried to react to the catastrophes that shook the Ottoman Empire after 1908. The politicisation and ideologisation of the Ottoman-Turkish modernity concept further increased as a new translational equivalent was coined: ’aṣriliğ. While yeşilik was used by intellectuals as a

88 For the use of ‘abuse’ see: HİKMET, ‘ʾAṣriliğin Ma’anası,’ 131.
89 For one of the most comprehensive arguments for this unity of Islam and modernity see YAHYA ’Aţîf, ʾİslāmiyet ve ʾAṣriliğ,’ Sebılı r-Resād 618 (September 1924): 305–308.
92 HİKMET, ‘ʾAṣriliğin Ma’anası,’ 131.
claim to historical newness, ‘asrılık’ allowed them to absolutise historical time; the concept was supposed to offer a purely temporal theorising space for socio-political visions beyond Western models. Because ‘asrılık’ was originally coined to replace concepts such as ‘Westernisation’ (garbişmek), it was very popular among anti-imperialist Turkist and Islamist intellectuals in the early Republic. That ‘asrılık’ nonetheless became—at least implicitly—synonymous with conditions in Western Europe was therefore no foregone conclusion but the function of political power, i.e., of the authoritarian single-party era (1923–1945). Kemalist intellectuals forged the modernity concept into a weapon for the conceptual arsenal of the ‘Turkish revolution,’ whose radicalness would serve as both example and deterrent to other colonial and post-colonial, non-Western societies.  

In a more general sense, what do these mostly semantic and conceptual engagements with modernity as concept reveal about ‘modernity’ as a historical phenomenon and/or period? The answer cannot be straightforward and will vary for Europeanists and area studies scholars. As the paper revealed that the modernity word/concept was quasi-absent in intellectual, social, cultural, or political negotiations in Western Europe long after its coinage in 1863, the answer for Europeanists would be that ‘modernity’ transpired without the historical modernity concept. Instead, when nineteenth and early twentieth-century political and intellectuals leaders theorised, discussed, and sought to change the conditions of their age, they did this via a host of other concepts such as modern world, age of progress, modern times, decadence, or (modern) civilisation. It was these concepts that were, to put it again in the words of Reinhart Koselleck, the ‘indicators and factors of change.’

While these findings with regard to the historical concept in no way need to disqualify modernity as analytical concept, let alone nullify narrations and analyses of events, processes, or upheavals that scholars theorised through the modernity concept, they still should give historians pause. Above all, these insights should sharpen the awareness of historians to the striking differences between modernity as historical concept and the analytical concept that describes and thereby reifies ‘modernity’ as historical period and ‘world-historical transition.’ Being reminded that the analytical concept only recently became popular and is underpinned by concerns of the late twentieth century helps to de-ontologise and de-naturalise them. Furthermore, as the West-European and especially the Ottoman-Turkish examples have shown, modernity was at no point in its history a semantically tangible concept free from power relations, let alone a universal or objective one. In fact, the moment modernity transcended aestheticist discourse, this semantically indeterminate concept became a discursive and

---


94 For more on this, see KOSELLECK, ‘“Neuzeit”.’
more often than not Eurocentric weapon appropriated and used to exclude others by the most powerful actors (social class, state, or internationally, those nations/empires self-identifying as the ‘civilised world’). In a similar vein, also as a historiographical category modernity either continues to be implicated in Eurocentric interpretations of history, which take West-European experiences as a blueprint. Alternatively, it falls victim to arbitrariness—well-nigh anything could be declared conducive of ‘modernity’—and ‘buzzwordification.’ This trend has culminated in monographs which have promised to shed light on haunting,\(^9^5\) paper,\(^9^6\) plebeian,\(^9^7\) provincial,\(^9^8\) protestant,\(^9^9\) perverse,\(^1^0^0\) or hygienic\(^1^0^1\) modernities. Having said this, a proper discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of modernity as analytical concept lies beyond the scope of this paper. Furthermore, lest we forget, discussions on semantics ultimately risk remaining nominal unless they inspire new vistas of the past.

Setting reflections on the analytical concept aside, the example of the very late Ottoman Empire has shown that historians with global or area studies perspectives, in contrast to Europeanists, might not be able to ignore the historical modernity concept if they are interested in the actual concepts that propelled social and political change—because in Istanbul and Ankara, ‘modernity’ did happen with the modernity concept. This finding, in turn, allows for two conclusions: firstly, it corroborates temporal-turn scholarship that argues for the global spread of new and globalised ways of interpreting time and history towards the turn of the twentieth century.\(^1^0^2\) Modernity, easily compatible with and building on preexisting concepts of historical time such as civilisation, evolution, revolution, or progress not only allowed Turkish-writing intellectuals to theorise ‘states of historical nowness’ but also to make normative claims with it. Moreover, the fact that they used ʿasrīlik to describe and invalidate secular and (modernist) Islamic orders suggests that modernity’s semantic indeterminacy and contestability were no obstacles to its global circulations. Instead, they arguably propelled it rendering modernity politically more adaptable and useful. Similarly, Ottoman-Turkish translations for modernity should be less characterised as transmissions of meaning but rather as transfers of temporal claims, chiffres, or even shibboleths. The article’s second conclusion, or rather hypothesis, is that it was no semantic coincidence that the modernity concept first gained such a socio-political

\(^{1^0^0}\) See the eponymous book series published by Duke University Press.
\(^{1^0^1}\) Ruth Rogaski, Hygienic Modernity: Meanings of Health and Disease in Treaty-Port China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014).
\(^{1^0^2}\) See note 60 above.
significance on the so-called peripheries of ‘modernity.’ The concept allowed Turkish intellectuals a way to conceptualise (and consequently address) their own perceived temporal ‘otherness,’ i.e., ‘backwardness’ (geri kalmışlık). The ‘aşılık’ concept shows how historical newness was grasped, theorised, claimed, and translated into action across an early-twentieth-century world under conditions of West-European hegemony—albeit irrespective and in spite of ‘the West.’ While much more comparative research is needed, this article has shown that any history of the performances of the modernity concept needs to write it as a global story.